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We have mvestlgared the influence of energy transfer on luminescence propertiCs of Cs2UO2C4 crystals at Iow temper- 
atures Time-resolved emlsslon spectra and lummescence decay tunes were measured between 1.5 and 15 K with the use 
of selectwe euclmtlon techniques The lummesccnce of CszUO2C4 depends on the exclfatlon intensity and can be de- 
scribed with a model ahlch mcludes both energy transfer to naps and blevxon decay. 

1. Introduction 

We have investigated energy-transfer processes in 
Cs,UOzBr4 [I]. It has been found that migration of 
the excitation energy has a strong Influence on the 
lummescence propertles of this compound. At low 
temperatures (T< 10 K) some intrinsic luminescence 
1s observed, but the greater part of the lummescence 
ongmates from uranyl centres near defects. These 
centres act as traps for the mlgratmg energy. The oc- 
currence of energy transfer also has consequences for 
the decay curves of both the mtrinslc and trap emls- 
son and for the quantum efficiency of the lumines- 
cence_ The decay curves are not single exponentials 
and show a marked temperature dependence between 
1.5 and 25 K. In tlus temperature region the quantum 
efficrency varies from -0% to about 10% and at 
room temperature it is even less than 1% 

In order to determine whether energy transfer 
plays a sumlar role in other uranyl compounds we 
have mvestrgated the luminescence properties of 
Cs2U02C14. The absorption and emlsslon spectra of 
CsZU02C14 have been investigated before (see e.g. 
refs. [2,3]). These studies were, however, concen- 
trated on assignments and no precise information is 
avadable about energy-transfer processes in this com- 
pound. From the lummescence experiments by Flint 
et al. [3] it is known that at temperatures above 10 K 
the luminescence originates mainIy from the intrinsic 
uranyl groups. 

In connection with the work on Cs2U02Br4, it 

should be mentioned that the crystal structures of 
CsZUOZBra [4] and Cs2U02C14 [S] are not the same. 
Cs2U02C14 crystallizes in the spacegroup C2/m with 
two molecules per unit cell. The site symmetry of the 
uranium ions is Czh_ The crystal structure is such thaE 
the shortest U-U distance is 5.8 A (along the c axis), 
whereas the second shortest U-U distance is 7-I ii and 
is srtuated in the ab plane. The difference between 
the two distances indicates that energy migration in 
Cs2U02C14 is most probably three dimensional, in 
contrast to Cs2U02Br4 where It is more likely to be 
two dimensional [! ] _ 

To investigate energy-transfer processes in 
CS,UO,CI,, the intensity and decay of the Itmines- 
cence were measured down to 1.5 K with the use of 
selective excitation techniques_ Furthermore, we have 
measured time-resolved spectra at low temperatures. 
The results of these expenments on single crystals of 
CszUOzC14 are discussed in this paper. 

2. Experimental 

Smgle crystals of Cs7U07C14 were grown accord- 
mg to the method described by Hall et al. [5]. The 
apparatus for the optical measurements has been de- 
scribed [I] _ 
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3. Results 

Cs,U07C14 shows a very efficient photolummes- 
cence at 4.2 K under low excitation intensity (q ~90%). 
In contrast with the lummescence of Cs,UOzBr4. 
thus luminescence 1s stdl relatively mtense 8t room 
temperature (q = 10%). 

The emission spectrum of CsIUOzC14 was record- 
ed at 4.2 K. Parts of this emlsslon spectrum are shown 
III fig. 1 Besides the intnnslc emission pattern which 
was also observed by Fhnt et al. [3] , a second emIs- 
sion pattern 1s observed, which 1s ascribed to trap lu- 
minescence. This rrap lummescence disappears when 
the temperature IS raned. Above about 10 K It can- 
not be detected. The emlsslon spectrum was also meas- 
ured at 1.5 K and appeared to be the same as that 
measured at 4.2 K, except for a decrease m I(497 58 
nm)/1(497.62 nm) and I(498 38 nm)/1(498.41 MI). 
The posItions of the emlsslon hnes whuzh are present- 
ed in fig. 1 have been tabulated in table 1 together 

-- 
“tnre”C 

A (mn) - 

with their assignments. For the study of the energy- 
transfer processes we have concentrated on the lu- 
minescence behavlour of these lines. In fig. 2 we pre- 
sent the short-wavelength part of the time-resolved 
emission spectrum, measured after excitation in the 
mtrinsic uranyl centres. Note that the trap lummes- 
cence is not observed for short times after the exci- 
tation pulse. (We have, in fact, used the time-resolved 
spectra to assign the emission lmes, ascribed in fig. 1, 
to either intrinsic or trap lummescence.) 

The excitation spectra of both intrmslc and trap 

loor-J---- 5ops a I 
after excltatlon I 

pulse I 

ri 4 ms 

after excltatlon 

A (rim) - 

Rg 1 Parts of the cmlsslon spectrum of CszUG2Cl4 recorded 
at 4 2 R Ewrtatlon tahcs place m the mtnnslc uranyl groups 

Rg 2 Time-resolved emlwon spectra of Cs2UO2Ci4 recorded 
at 4 2 K after ewltntlon m the mtrmslc uranyl groups 

Table 1 
Intrmnc and trap emlssIon hnes m CszUO2c4 

h (nm) a) d (cm-‘) ass b) A (nm) c) A (cm-‘) ass b) 

497 58 498.38 
497.63 498.41 

519.18 

s-713 

836 

91’ 

I + us 519 98 834 tr + US 

’ + yas 522 06 910 rr*vas 

a> These hnes Here also found by Flint and Tanner [3] 
b) L denotes the ekctromc ongns oi the mtruwc errus~on and tr the electromc or~gms of the trap emission. us and vas denote the 

symmetric and asymmetrIc stretchmg modes of the uranyl xon. 
c) The energy dtfference between the trap hne at 498 41 nm and the tntnns~ lme at 497.62 nm is 32 cm-‘. 

516 
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emission were recorded at 4.2 K between 500 and 
470 MI. For these spectra a powdered crystal was 
used. The excitation spectrum of the intrinsic emis- 
sion showed the same hnes as those found by Den- 
ning et al. [2] *A the absorption spectrum of 
Cs2U02C14. In addition, some other lines are ob- 
served when the trap emission 1s monitored. The ener- 
gy differences (m cm-l) between these other lines 
and the electronic origm (tr) are O(tr), 166, 192(X), 
521,714(tr + vs), 733(tr + v.& 879, 1002(X + v,), 
1045 and 1228. The mtenslties of the X lines, situ- 
ated at 49 1.22 and 474.68 run, are stronger than any 
of the mtnnsic excltatlon hnes. 

The lummescence propertles of CszUOzC1~ show 
a marked dependence on the excitation intennty. The 
quantum efficiency decreases with increasmg exclta- 
tlon intensity. Furthermore the ratio of the mtnnsic 
to trap lummescence (1,/I,) shows some variation with 
the excitation intensity. TIus ratio mcreases by a fac- 
tor of 2 when the intensity is reduced by a factor of 

100. 
The influence of the excitation intensity is most 

pronounced for the decay of the intnnsic emission. 

I 1 

2 a 6 6 
t(ms) - 

Rg. 3. Decay tunes of the rnmnsic emrsslon x expen- 
nental curves. measured at 15 K with different excitation 
mtensltles; - curves fitted with eq. (2). --- experimen- 
tal curve, measured at 12 5 K. 

This is shown in fig. 3. For short times after the ex- 
citation pulse, the decay rate decreases with decreasing 
excitation intensity, whereas the long-time behaviom 
remains the same. It should be mentioned that the 
long-time behaviour of the decay curves is not the 
same for different samples. 

When the tail of the decay curve is considered to 
be exponential, the decay times vary from 1.9 to 29 
ms at 4.2 K. The value Of ri/r, is also different for 
different samples; in samples where T is shorter rilrt, 
is smaller. The decay of the intrinsic emission was al- 
so measured as a function of temperature. The decay 
curves varied only slightly in the temperature region 
between 1.5 and 15 K (see fig. 3). 

It was not possible to measure the decay of the 
trap lummescence after excitation in the intrinsic 
centres. Under these circumstances the trap emission 
is relatively weak and moreover it coincides with vi- 
broruc features of the intrinsic emission. When exci- 
tation takes place with either 49 1.22 or 474.68 MI 
(X lines) the trap emission is much stronger. In this 
case a single-exponential decay of the trap is observed 
with a decay tune of ~2.2 ms at 4.2 K. 

4. Discussion 

The luminescence experunents on Cs~UO~CI~ 
show that energy transfer occurs from the intrinsic 
centres to traps (see e.g. fig. 2). The vibrational struc- 
ture m the emission and excitation spectrum indicates 
that these traps are also uranyl groups. 

The dependence of the luminescence properties on 
the evcltation intensity sugests that non-linear pro- 
cesses occur in CszU02C14. It is most unlikely that 
the observed intensity dependence is due to heating 
of the sample because of the fact that no marked tem- 
perature dependence of the mtrinsic decay was ob- 
served_ Furthermore, the temperature dependence of 
I(497.58 nrn)/1(497.62 nm) and I(498.38 MI)/ 
I(498.41 nm) indicate that local heating does not oc- 
cur. 

We show that the luminescence behaviour of 
Cs2U02C14 at low temperatures can be explained 

with a model in which both energy transfer to traps 
and blexciton decay are taken into account. it is as- 
sumed that no back-transfer from the traps to the in- 
trinsic levels occurs. In view of the trap depth of 32 
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cm-t this IS a reasonable assumption for the low- 
temperature region (T = 1.5 K). In 011s case the de- 
cay of the exclton density (iV) can be written as 

dfV(t)/dt = --k,A’(t) - kbN2(t). (1) 

In thus expression X-, IS the blexclton decay rate and 
k, = ntTktT +p,. in wluch pr IS the radlatlve decay 
rate of the excltons and tz,k, IS the transfer rate to 
traps. This latter rate depends on the trap concentra- 
tion (tttr)_ When blexclton decay does not result m 
emission of a photon corresponding to the intnnslc 
emission, the mtnnsic emission intensity f(t) wdl be 
proportlonal to N(t) and the solution of eq. (1) can 
be written as [6.7] 

I(f) = 5 W) 
k; [k,/kb + f(O)] exp (“a t) - I(0) ’ 

where kbl(O) = kb;V(0) 
That we are indeed dealing with a blexciton pro- 

cess m which both excltons are lost for the mtnnslc 
emission can be concluded from the emlsslon spectra 
If we were not deahng with such a process, the ratio 
of the mtnns~ to trap emlsslon should mcrease with 
mcreasing excltatlon intensity This IS. however, not 
observed for CszUOIC1,. 

The decay curves of the JnLrmsJc emission, meas- 
ured at 1.5 K. were Fitted with eq. (2). Ths JS Shown 
m fig. 3. The following vaIues were Found fork, and 

k, N(O) 

k, = 265 s-l, kbfV(0) = 1600 s-l For E = Em,, 

ka=280s-‘, fib/V(O) = 120 s-l For E = 0.06Emw 

The value of the blexclton decay rate (kb) can be de- 
termmed when the untlai exclton density N(0) JS 

known. The value oFN(C!) was estunated from the 
laser power (Ema, = 3 X lo-” J per pulse), the Iaser 
beam and crystal dunenslons and the absorption 
strength to be about 1016-1017 cmd3 For maxunal 
excltatlon mtenslty (Em,) Wth this value for N(O), 
k, IS Found to be = IO-t3-10-14 cm3 s-1. 

IF it IS assumed that the ble\clton decay rate IS 
hmited by the hoppmg rate of excitons through the 
lattice, the hopping tune 7H can be deterrmned; TH 
appears to be = 1 O-8 - 1 O-9 s. Here we have used 

TH = (4rr/6)R;/kb m which R, was taken to be 6 .%. 

It should be noted that it is not clear that the exclton- 
decay process is mdeed diffusion hmlted. The decrease 
of the ratio of the intrinsic to trap emlsslon with ex- 
cltatlon intensity could be due to the fact that the 
trap plays a role in the biexciton decay process. 

The value of k, of about 270 s-t shows that trans- 
fer to traps is not very efficient. When pr 1s assumed 
to be about 200 s-l then n&k, is 70 s-1, which IS 
a very low value in comparison with the value found 
for Cs~UO~Br4 (=3000 s-l). The difference between 
these two values is most probably due to a difference 
III trap concentration (n,). The difference m the long- 
time behavlour of the mtrmslc decay of different sam- 
ples can be explained by a difference in n,. This is al- 
so in line with the Fact that m samples w1t.h a smaller 
value ofr (larger rztT) relatively more trap emlsslon is 
observed_ 

Finally we note that biexclton decay has also been 
observed in other uranyl compounds [8] (e g. uranyl 
rutrate). in thi?!Se compounds Sudan VahS of TH have 
been found 
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